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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention is to introduce an improved structure of step 
pers (fitness equipment). The improved structure comprises: 
a main base, a Supporting stand at the front end of the main 
base, and acrossbar that is positioned on top of and cross over 
the Supporting stand. Two stepping bars are symmetrically 
installed on both sides of the cross bar, and on the stepping 
bars set several equally spaced lock holes for fixing stepping 
mats; each of the two symmetric stepping mats has a pair of 
properly spaced connectors at the bottom that fixes stepping 
mats on two lockholes of stepping bars, which enables Swing 
curve length of the stepping mats adjustable due to multiple 
choices of lock holes for fixture. 
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STRUCTURE OF STEPPERS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention is to introduce an improved structure 
of steppers with capability of adjustable Swing curve length. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. According to patent publications up to date, all pro 
posed structures of steppers employ permanent fixture 
between stepping mats and stepping bars despite of differ 
ences of design on other parts, which makes Swing curve 
length unadjustable no matter of Vertical or horizontal 
Swings. This is so because the stepping mats are permanently 
fixed with stepping bars, the distance between stepping mats 
and the pivot will be always the same. Such design has been 
in market for long, and familiarized by the industry. 
0003. Throughoutrigorous tests and researches, the inven 
tor finally devised a structural improvement on the steppers 
that solve the aforementioned problems, and thus hereby file 
a patent application based on the absolute novelty and capa 
bility of industrial application of the invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. This invention is to introduce a new structure of 
steppers that enables Swing curve length of stepping adjust 
able. 
0005 To reach the aforementioned function, this inven 
tion provides a structural improvement for steppers. The step 
per comprises a main base, a Supporting stand at the frontend 
of the main base, and a cross bar that is positioned on top of 
and cross over the Supporting stand. Two stepping bars are 
symmetrically installed on both sides of the cross bar, and on 
the stepping bars set several equally spaced lock holes for 
fixing stepping mats: Each of the two symmetric stepping 
mats has a pair of properly spaced connectors at the bottom 
that fixes stepping mats on two lock holes of stepping bars, 
which enables Swing curve length of the stepping mats adjust 
able due to multiple choices of lock holes for fixture. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 FIG. 1 a breakdown view of the exemplary 
embodiment for the invention 
0007 FIG. 2–a put-up bird view of the exemplary 
embodiment for the invention 
0008 FIG. 3—a partial sectional view of the exemplary 
embodiment for the invention 
0009 FIG. 4—an overview of the Swing of stepping mats 
0010 FIG. 5 an overview of another structure of the 
stepping mats 
0011 FIG. 6—an overview of a put-up stepper using the 
stepping mats shown in FIG. 5 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0012 Please read the description of an exemplary embodi 
ment as follows with references to FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4. This 
invention provides a structural improvement for steppers. The 
proposed stepper structure comprises a main base 10, a Sup 
porting stand 11 at one end of the main base, and a crossbar 
12 that is positioned on top of and cross over the Supporting 
stand, which provides pivots for two stepping bars 20 to 
rotate; The two stepping bars 20 have fitting tubes 21 in one 
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end that are used to fit stepping bars 20 on the cross bars 12. 
Two bearings 22 are set between the fitting tubes 21 and the 
crossbar 12 separately to enable smooth rotation of the step 
ping bars 20; Two stepping mats 30 are connected to the top 
of the two stepping bars 20 separately: Two cylinder dampers 
40 are connected between the main base 10 and the stepping 
bars 20 separately to serve as cushions: The features of such 
structure further comprises: the stepping bars 20 have 
equally-spaced lock holes 23 in a row on top of it, and each 
lock hole 23 sets at least one fastening groove 231. 
0013 Two properly spaced connectors are set at the bot 
tom of each stepping mat 30 for inserting into two lock holes 
23 of a stepping bar 20, and a convex ring 311 is set around 
each connector 31 for fitting with the fastening groove 231 
inside the lock hole 23; With aforementioned components 
and structure, the Swing curve length of the stepping mats 30 
is adjustable when the connectors 31 of stepping mats 30 are 
inserted into different pair of lock holes 23: As shown in FIG. 
4, the closer the stepping mat30 is to the fitting tube 21 of the 
stepping bar 20, the shorter the swing curve length will be. 
(Shown as the double curved arrows); And the farther the 
stepping mat30 is to the fitting tube 21 of the stepping bar 20, 
the longer the Swing curve length will be; 
0014. Therefore, this invention proposes a new stepper 
structure that completely revolutionizes the traditional one, 
enabling users’ feet to exercise at different Swing curves 
simultaneously while still keeping traditional stepper struc 
ture available. This is the main improvement point of this 
invention. 
0015. In this invention, the connector 31 at the bottom of a 
stepping mat30 could be also a short rod that has a groove in 
the center, so that it can insert into lockhole 23 of stepping bar 
20 conveniently and rapidly. Moreover, FIGS. 5 and 6. indi 
cate another equivalent embodiment of this invention. In 
order to fix stepping mats 30 with stepping bars 20 more 
firmly, especially two symmetric fitting boards 32 are set at 
the bottom of the stepping mats 30, and the distance between 
the two fitting boards 32 is equal to the width of the stepping 
bar 20. The fitting boards 32 are employed to fit against both 
sides of the stepping bar 20 to make sure the fixture of two 
connectors 31 and lock holes 23 of the stepping bars 20 more 
firmly. 
0016. With all aforementioned, the invention deserves 
grant of a patent based on its capability of industrial applica 
tion and absolute novelty. The example illustrated above is 
just an exemplary embodiment for the invention, and shall not 
be utilized to confine the scope of the patent. Any equivalent 
modifications within the scope of claims of the patent shall be 
covered in the protection for this patent. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An improved structure of steppers comprises: a main 

base, a cross bar set in one end of the said main base; Two 
stepping bars are symmetrically installed on both sides of the 
said cross bar; two stepping mats are connected to the top of 
the said two stepping bars separately; two cylinder dampers 
are connected between the said main base and the said two 
stepping bars separately; the features comprises: each of the 
said stepping bars has several equally spaced lock holes in a 
row; each of the said stepping mats has a pair of properly 
spaced connectors at the bottom for fixing each of the said 
stepping mats on two lock holes of each of the said stepping 
bars; the Swing curve length of the said stepping mats can 
adjusted by fitting the said connectors of the said stepping 
mats into different said lock holes of the said stepping bars. 
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2. The improved structure of steppers of claim 1, wherein 3. The improved structure of steppers of claim 1, wherein 
two symmetric fitting boards are set at the bottom of the said 
stepping mats, which are employed to fit the said stepping 
mats firmly against both sides of the said stepping bars. 

each said lock hole of the said stepping bars has at least one 
fastening groove, and a convex ring is set on each said con 
nector for fitting with the said fastening groove inside the said 
lock hole. ck 


